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              Senior API Developer
              
            

            Apply Now

            
                Company: Cognizant

                Location: Melbourne

                Category: computer-and-mathematical

               
 
  Responsibilities 
  : 	  Be part of an agile team of diverse and talented software engineers. 
	  Work in a collaborative environment to solveplex problems in a meaningful way. 
	  Provide thought leadership in programming and software development. 
	  Develop code based on client requirements in alignment with best practices such as functional & object-oriented programming as well as test driven development. 
	  Support the business in achieving the best possible technical oue. 
	  Develop responsive web applications across multiple platforms within large, distributed client environments. 
	  Understand and applymon design or technical patterns as well as programming paradigms. 
	  Help build our team by providing mentoring and support to our junior team members. 
	  Deploy Java multi-channel applications across multiple platforms within large and distributed client environments. 
	  Ensure tasks are undertaken at the appropriate level of quality to achieve requirements. 

  Salary Range: >    $100,000 
  
    Next Steps:   If you feel this opportunity suits you, or Cognizant is the type of organization you would like to join, we want to have a conversation with you! Please apply directly with us. For aplete list of open opportunities with Cognizant, visit //cognizant/careers.Cognizant ismitted to providing Equal Employment Opportunities. Successful candidates will be required to undergo a background check. 
  
    About Cognizant:   
 Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world's leading professional servicespanies, transforming clients' business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at cognizant or follow us @Cognizant. 
  
 Employee Status : Full Time Employee 
  
  Shift : Day Job 
  
  Travel : No 
  
  Job Posting : Mar 14 2024 
  
 About Cognizant 
 Cognizant (Nasdaq-100: CTSH) is one of the world's leading professional servicespanies, transforming clients' business, operating and technology models for the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Headquartered in the , Cognizant is ranked 185 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed among the most admiredpanies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps clients lead with digital at cognizant or follow us @Cognizant. Job ID COGNGLOBAL00058269871
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